
These musicians have been playing together 
for almost two decades, Tor and Ola even 
longer, obviously, because of their close family 
relation. Still it is their debut CD together with 
this band. Tor has been a hard-working piano 
player ever since the late 70s, participating on 
numerous recordings, TV-shows, tours and long 
running shows at Oslo’s theater venues. He has 
been the piano player for one of Norway’s most 
successful and iconic bands since the end of 
the 1980s. He was part of the legendary Club 7 
society of musicians and played for years with 
capacities like Bjarne Nerem and others. He 
also was the bandleader of Jan Harrington’s 
Norwegian band during her long time stay  
in Scandinavia. Ola’s first childhood memory  
is fooling around under the grand piano  
at a Club 7 Saturday jazz matiné. 

Since then, he has worked as a freelance 
saxophone player, arranger, educator, director 
and band leader in different settings all over 
Norway, on many occasions doubling as a piano 
player, sometimes even as stand in for Tor.  
He met Lars Tormod Jenset and Martin Wister 

through musical studies at The University  
of Oslo at the beginning of the millennium. 
Lars Tormod continued his musical studies in 
Copenhagen and has since then recorded and 
toured as a jazz musician with several bands 
and projects. He is the bass player of Espen 
Eriksen Trio, a Norwegian piano trio that 
lately has received much recognition for their 
collaborations with the British saxophone giant 
Andy Sheppard. He has been contributing  
to Ola’s jazz compositions for many years along 
with Berklee and U of Oslo-educated drummer 
Martin Wister. Wister has toured all over 
Norway with different bands and shows, and  
is a much sought-after drummer in various 
genres and settings, due to his timekeeping 
abilities, tasteful playing and technical skills. 
Wister is also an experienced educator, and is 
working as a drum teacher for students of all 
ages and levels. 

Tor Welo organ, piano         
Ola Welo saxophone
Lars Tormod Jenset bass     
Martin Wister drums

If you are reading these liner notes, 

you probably have bought a copy, 

or have been given one in gratitude. 

Either way, it is highly appreciated! 

The process of creating a recording 

of jazz originals (plus one unoriginal, 

in this case) is a demanding one, but 

greatly rewarding when the music finds 

its way through the ears and into the 

lives of others. This music is composed, 

performed and recorded with joy, and 

we hope you will enjoy listening to it!

Tor and Ola Welo have been playing 

music together for about 35 years.  

To begin with at family gatherings for 

birthdays and holiday celebrations,  

later on in various professional settings, 

as a duo of piano and saxophone,  

or in band settings. A strong musical 

father/son-relationship like this is 

probably not unique, still it is not  

a common one. This record is not  

the summary, but the celebration of this 

ongoing musical collaboration. 

The music recorded on this album is 

based on melodies and how a quartet 

of musicians is able to perform them. 

This is a common thread in both of the 

Welos’ musical careers; The appreciation 

of fine and tasteful melodic compo-

sitions and skilled musicianship,  

in any genre, setting or shape they 

may appear. In this case, the piano 

and saxophone is supported by the 

great musicianship of bass player 

Lars Tormod Jenset and drummer 

Martin Wister, both of them adding 

something personal and unique to 

each composition. Jenset is heavily 

featured on Earlybird Special by Ola, 

composed with this favorite bass 

player of him in mind. Martin 

Wister’s impeccable time and tasteful 

drumming is a cornerstone of this 

recording, and can be heard in 

particular on Norganic Remix and 

Fresh Start.

Welo/Welo September 2019
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Tor Welo  piano, organ
Ola Welo  saxophone
Lars Tormod Jenset  bass
Martin Wister  drums

Recorded July 29-31, 2019 by Marius Stegegjerde-Kristiansen at Sparkle Sound Studios, 
Sofiemyr, Norway
Mixed by Marius Stegegjerde-Kristiansen at Sparkle Sound Studios
Mastered September 2019 by Javed Kurd at Kurder King Production, Asker, Norway
Produced by Tor and Ola Welo
Executive producer Odd Gjelsnes
Front cover design by Dag Skedsmo
Cover design by design holtmann

1. Fresh Start (Ola Welo)  5:39
2. Doxy For Lasse (Tor Welo)  4:40
3. Earlybird Special (Ola Welo)  4:00
4. The Comeback Kid (Ola Welo)  4:56
5. If You Remember (Ola Welo)  6:09
6. Ingelin (Ola Welo)  5:26
7. Norganic Remix (Tor Welo)  3:38
8. Reodors Ballade/Norwegian Sunset (Bent Fabricius Bjerre)  4:51
9. Cruise Control (Ola Welo)  4:19

Total Time  43:38
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Knut Riisnæs Quartet   The Kernel

Living Next Door To Hjallis (Fossum) 

really swings. Anders takes off on 

a terrific solo that culminates in an 

exchange with Tom’s ever-ebullient beat.

La Mesha (Kenny Dorham) is a gorgeous 

20-bar format ballad. Jens and Tom 

support sensitive solos by Anders and 

Knut with empathic mastery.

Lady Day/West End Blues (Shorter/

Riisnæs) opens with Knut’s spellbinding 

take on Wayne Shorter’s haunting ballad 

and morphs into a walking blues that 

swings so hard it makes you smile;  

a foot-tapping stroll that typifies jazz  

at its best!

Inner Circle (McKee) is a contemplative 

waltz with theme stated by Knut and 

Anders and features an endearing solo 

by Jens followed by solos from piano 

and sax.

Reminiscence (Riisnæs) is a fitting 

platform for Knut’s mastery of 

his instrument opening with an 

introspective version of the theme 

leading to a pulsating Latin feel for  

the tune’s development and solos. 

 

Midnight Waltz (Walton) is a lively 

blues in 3/4 with strident solos from 

Knut, Anders and Jens. 

The album lovingly and fittingly closes 

with Love & Peace (Parlan). It is an 

exquisite ballad performed by a world-

class band, so adroitly led by maestro 

Riisnæs.

David Fishel

www.davidfishel.info
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01. Around the Kernel (Anders Aarum) 6:36    
02. Living Next Door to Hjallis (Jens Fossum) 5:09 
03. La Mesha (Kenny Dorham) 5:17 
04. Lady Day (Wayne Shorter) 2:10
05. West End Blues (Knut Riisnæs) 4:45
06. Inner Circle (Andy McKee) 7:32 
07. Reminiscence Part 1 (Knut Riisnæs) 2:13  
08. Reminiscence Part 2 (Knut Riisnæs) 4:35
09  Midnight Waltz (Cedar Walton) 5:24 
10. Love and Peace (Horace Parlan) 4:30 
   
Total Time: 48:33

Tracks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 7 recorded September 26, 2018 by Dag Erik Johansen and Kai Andersen  
at Atletic Sound, Halden, Norway
Tracks 6, 8, 9 & 10 recorded February 11, 2019 by Vidar Lunden at Musikkloftet, Asker, Norway
Mixed September 2019  by Anders Aarum at Kruttrøyk Studio, Oslo
Mastered October 2019 by Morten Lund at Lund´s Lyd, Oslo
Produced by Knut Riisnæs and Anders Aarum
Executive producer Odd Gjelsnes
This recording is partly supported by Fond for utøvende kunstnere
Front cover photo by Kristian Lie
Inside cover photo by Gorm Valentin 
Cover design by design holtmann
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Knut Riisnæs saxophone
Anders Aarum piano
Jens Fossum bass
Tom Olstad drums
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Knut Riisnæs Quartet  The Kernel

As multi-faceted and hard cutting as 

diamond, as sweet and layered as gelato 

Napolitano, The Kernel epitomises all 

that is great about jazz. It features  

a group of exceedingly skilled musicians 

navigating a stimulating repertoire  

of originals and well-chosen tunes from 

the classic jazz handbook.

Leader, saxophonist Knut Riisnæs 

released the highly acclaimed  

2nd Thoughts (Losen Records) in 2017.  

His co-musicians on this recording are  

the same: Anders Aarum (piano),  

Jens Fossum (bass) and Tom Olstad 

(drums). It’s a tight unit – a genuine band 

of well-gigged virtuosi.

The strikingly produced CD opens with 

Around The Kernel (Aarum). A delicate, 

rubato piano opening passage leads to  

a charmingly stated theme in 3/4 followed 

by delightfully constructed solos by Anders 

and Knut.Foto Gorm Valentin
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Anders Aarum piano
Jens Fossum bass
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As multi-faceted and hard cutting as 

diamond, as sweet and layered as gelato 

Napolitano, The Kernel epitomises all 

that is great about jazz. It features  

a group of exceedingly skilled musicians 

navigating a stimulating repertoire  

of originals and well-chosen tunes from 

the classic jazz handbook.

Leader, saxophonist Knut Riisnæs 
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2nd Thoughts (Losen Records) in 2017.  

His co-musicians on this recording are  

the same: Anders Aarum (piano),  
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(drums). It’s a tight unit – a genuine band 

of well-gigged virtuosi.

The strikingly produced CD opens with 
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As multi-faceted and hard cutting as diamond, 
as sweet and layered as gelato Napolitano, 
The Kernel epitomises all that is great about jazz.  
It features a group of exceedingly skilled 
musicians navigating a stimulating repertoire 
of originals and well-chosen tunes from  
the classic jazz handbook.
 
Leader, saxophonist Knut Riisnæs released the 
highly acclaimed 2nd Thoughts (Losen Records) 
in 2017. His co-musicians on this recording  
are the same: Anders Aarum (piano),  
Jens Fossum (bass) and Tom Olstad (drums).   
It’s a tight unit – a genuine band of well-gigged 
virtuosi.
 
The strikingly produced CD opens with Around 
The Kernel (Aarum). A delicate, rubato piano 
opening passage leads to a charmingly stated 
theme in 3/4 followed by delightfully constructed 
solos by Anders and Knut.
 
Living Next Door To Hjallis (Fossum) really 
swings. Anders takes off on a terrific solo that  
culminates in an exchange with Tom’s ever- 
ebullient beat.
 
 

La Mesha (Kenny Dorham) is a gorgeous 20-bar 
format ballad. Jens and Tom support sensitive 
solos by Anders and Knut with empathic mastery.
 
Lady Day/West End Blues (Shorter/Riisnæs) 
opens with Knut’s spellbinding take on Wayne 
Shorter’s haunting ballad and morphs into  
a walking blues that swings so hard it makes  
you smile; a foot-tapping stroll that typifies jazz  
at its best!
 
Inner Circle (McKee) is a contemplative waltz 
with theme stated by Knut and Anders and  
features an endearing solo by Jens followed by 
solos from piano and sax.
 
Reminiscence (Riisnæs) is a fitting platform for 
Knut’s mastery of his instrument opening with  
an introspective version of the theme leading to  
a pulsating Latin feel for the tune’s development 
and solos.
 
Midnight Waltz (Walton) is a lively blues in 3/4 
with strident solos from Knut, Anders and Jens.  
 
The album lovingly and fittingly closes with  
Love & Peace (Parlan). It is an exquisite ballad 
performed by a world-class band, so adroitly led  
by maestro Riisnæs.
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